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Dependencies on large libraries can degrade the effectiveness of static analysis sig-
nificantly. Libraries frequently contain native code unable to be analyzed, use of chal-
lenging features including refection, and deep call hierarchies that reduce precision. As
a specific static analysis, taint analysis depends on the integral value flow crossing the
libraries, and a common-used workaround is to use taint specifications to summarize
their behaviors. However, writing specifications for the entire library can be expensive
and often error prone [1, 2]. In order to address these issues, approaches have been
proposed to infer the taint specifications for library code automatically.

In this note, four types of approaches are discussed with a typical work. The lack
of soundness and completeness of present works shows the value of lightweight shape
analysis for the analysis of library code.

1 Problem

The problem is to infer taint specifications of library function contained in the program.
A taint specification of library function is that the return value(an argument) is tainted
if one of the arguments is tainted.

2 Related Work

2.1 Modelgen

Alex Aiken et al. propose Modelgen to apply a specified form of dynamic taint anal-
ysis to track the information flows between locations inside library functions [3]. By
executing standard test cases of libraries, a partial collection of execution traces can
be obtained, from which the data dependence is established, and then an unsound taint
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specification is inferred by lifting dynamic information flows to the flow between a
method’s arguments or between an argument and return value.

This work is based on dynamic taint analysis, and it suffers two drawbacks. Firstly,
the specification is not sound and its quality depends on the coverage of code, which is
affected by test cases.

Secondly, field-sensitivity is not assured in this work although it can be extended
to generate field-sensitive taint specification. Specifically, lifting phase can be altered
into the granularity of fields so that the taint flow in the form of argi f 1→ ret f 2 can be
stored in the specification.

2.2 StubDroid

Eric Bodden et al. present StubDroid to perform a taint analysis on selected public
methods based on IFDS framework [4], and then generalize the resulting source-to-sink
data-flow mappings and stores them in a summary file, which can be further utilized
by FlowDroid [5].

This work is based on IFDS, a data flow analysis framework. Path insensitivity and
its disadvantages of handling pointers make it not precise and efficient enough in the
presence of multiple branches and intensive aliasing [6].

2.3 Atlas

Alex Aiken et al. propose Atlas to synthesize points-to specifications of a sequence
of library function calls, namely path specifications, which support flow insensitive
pointer analysis, so that information flow is connected [7]. Different from Modelgen
and StubDroid, Atlas holds much weaker assumptions, namely available signatures and
executable program. Potential path specifications are synthesized by Monte Carlo tree
search based on compatible signatures and convinced by unit testing afterwards.

This work takes advantages of dynamic execution of library code as a black box
as an evidence. There are two major drawbacks of this approach. Firstly, it abstract
inner storage field as a ghost field making the result array-insensitive, such as Vector.
Secondly, the soundness of specification can only be guaranteed if the client is flow
insensitive, such as Andersen-style pointer analysis.

2.4 Other Works

There are a series of works which take advantages of auxiliary assumptions of client
analysis to infer candidate specifications, such as the soundness assumption that true
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information flow must not be broken by the library code in each applications [8]. How-
ever, it can not assure the soundness nor completeness because it does not rely on any
observation of library code, and it demands human interaction to check the specifica-
tions.

3 Conclusion

The restrictive form of available information on library code pose the challenge of
sound specification inference. Dynamic execution-based and evidence-based infer-
ence only under-approximate the behavior of libraries and miss some unseen behaviors,
while static analysis suffers the evil of false positives although soundness can be guar-
anteed in many instances. It might be possible to adapt shape analysis to the inference
of a particular set of data structures for sound and precise specifications.
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